
2 . PHONOLOGY

2.0. Introduction , The phonological description which con-

stitutes this chapter begins with an introduction to the tra-

ditional phonemes and their subphonemic variants. The es-

sentially phonemic orthography is equally well-suited to rep-

resenting the necessary surface contrasts and the underlying

forms which can be posited on the basis of morphophonological

alternations. That the orthography serves both purposes re-

flects no lack of complexity in the phonology of Kiowa but is

instead the result of the relatively non-abstract approach I

have taken. In only a few cases is the underlying form of a

morpheme not one of the actually occurring allomorphs.

Although the status of the segmental phonemes has been es-

tablished for some time, with the exception of glottal stop

(see, e.g., Wonderly, Gibson and Kirk (1954), Sivertsen (1956),

Merrifield (1959a), and Trager (1960)/^ for their inventories

of phonemes), problems in analyzing tone, vowel length, con-

sonant-glide clusters and laryngeal features have not been

entirely resolved. Only Sivertsen (1956) has provided de-

tailed discussion and conclusions about suprasegmental phenom-

ena. These more controversial aspects of Kiowa phonology

have been given special attention.

Phonological rules which describe the segmental alterna-

tions of morphemes are brought together in 2.7. They vary in

generality from entirely automatic alternations to alterna-

tions for which a morphological as well as a phonological en-

vironment must be specified. The latter type is far more

common. Alternations which appear to have been phonological

in origin but which are so irregular as to defy generalization

in phonological terms are discussed in the sections in which

the morphemes are presented.
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2 . 10 . Phonemes

.

2.11. Consonant inventory.

Table 1: Consonants

Labial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Laryngeal

kh

k

g

Stops
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(1) /d/ da 'must*

/kV k'f- 'male, husband*

/k^/ kH'- 'day'

/k/ kf- 'meat*

/g/
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(4) ItKli'/ [t\l^i'] 'boy»

/b9-nl-/ [b9-^n^J-] *see/ipf/hsy*

The phone [w] occurs in a very few Interjections and loan-

words, the latter mostly unassimilated Comanche tfrms.

(5) [w^-ste] (exclamation of dismay, as in missing a shot)

[wahb] (nonsense syllables in lullabies)

[we*] (old word of welcome to travelers)

2.12. Vowel inventory . Kiowa distinguishes six vowel quali-

ties, with three distinctive levels of height and a front-back

contrast. All six vowels may be long or short, oral or nasal.

Four of the vowels occur as diphthongs with a high front off-

glide.


